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This paper is concerned with a symbol calculus for the finite section method for 
the approximate solution of the equation Ax = y when A is specified to be the 
operator 
A = PaP+ PbQ+ QcP+ Q dQ+ (Pa’P+ Pb’Q+Qc’P+Qd’Q)J. 
Herein P denotes the Riesz projection of L.’ onto HZ, Q = I- P. and J is the shift 
operator (Jf)(t) = (l/t) f( l/t). The functions n, . . . . d’ are assumed to be m x m 
matrix-valued and piecewise continuous. The finite section method for A proves to 
converge if and only if the operator A itself is invertible, if the operator 
Pc?P+QaQ+(PZ’P+QzQ)J with E(C) := a(l/t) 
is invertible, and if a certain operator-valued function A(r) (the symbol of A 
relative to the tinite section method) is invertible at each point I of the upper half of 
the unit circle $6.: 19RR Aradmmc Pre<c. rnc 
About fifty years ago S. G. Mikhlin created a symbol calculus for a 
special class of singular integral operators. Since that time the distinguished 
role of the symbol concept for several important classes of operators, 
including pseudodifferential and convolution operators, has been pointed 
out by many mathematicians. 
That one can associate a symbol also with approximation methods for 
the solution of certain classes of equations is nevertheless a rather surpris- 
ing fact. This idea was brought forth by Bijttcher and Silbermann [2]. The 
construction of a symbol in this situation requires an appropriate refor- 
mulation of the problem of the applicability of an approximation method 
into a problem of invertibility in a suitable chosen Banach algebra. The lat- 
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ter idea goes back to one of the authors, who in [13, 141 developed a 
Banach algebra approach (offering the application of local principles) to 
the finite section method for Toeplitz and singular integral operators. On 
the basis of this approach, a sufficiently nice symbol construction for the 
finite section method for Toeplitz operators with piecewise continuous sym- 
bols was provided in [2] (also see Silbermann [IS]). 
However, the corresponding problem for the singular integral operator 
case proved to be much more complicated. A. Bottcher (unpublished) and 
A. Rathsfeld proposed independently to associate with the finite section 
method for singular integral operators with piecewise continuous coef- 
ficients a certain special singular integral operator at each point of the unit 
circle. The so obtained operator-valued function plays an exceptional role: 
For the convergence of the finite section method it is necessary and suf- 
ficient that two “global” operators are invertible and that the above-men- 
tioned function is invertible. The latter invertibility is, in a sense, of “local” 
nature. One purpose of the present paper is to make explicit that this 
operator-valued function may be interpreted as a symbol. The main pur- 
pose, however, is a symbol calculus concerning the finite section method 
for the approximate solution of the equation Ax= y when A is the 
operator 
A=PaP+PbQ+QcP+QdQ+(Pa’P+Pb’Q+Qc’P+Qd’Q)J. (0.1) 
Herein P denotes the Riesz projection of the Lebesgue space L2(U) on the 
unit circle T onto the Hardy space Z-Z*, Q = I- P, and J is the shift or “flip” 
operator (Jf)(t) = (l/r) f( l/t). The functions a, . . . . d’ are assumed to be 
m x m matrix-valued and piecewise continuous on % (this will be written as 
a, . ..) dfE PC,,,(U)). 
The application of C*-algebra techniques allows us to construct a “local” 
operator-valued symbol, which produces a “global” symbol in a simple 
way. Using the latter symbol, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the convergence of the finite section method. Our results essentially 
generalize well-known statements about the finite section method for 
Toeplitz operators PUP + Q (see Gohberg and Feldman [S], Silbermann 
[ 131, and Bottcher and Silbermann [2,3]) and for singular integral 
operators UP+ bQ (see Verbitskii [16], Silbermann [14], Rathsfeld [lo], 
and Roth and Silbermann [12]) from a unique point of view. 
1. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Given a Banach space X we denote by L(X) the algebra of all bounded 
linear operators on X and by ,X(X) the ideal of the compact operators in 
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t(X). Let A be in L(X). The finite section method for the approximate 
solution of the equation Ax = y can be described as follows: Let {P,} be a 
sequence of projections P, E L(X) such that P, + I strongly (I the iden- 
tity), and let A n: im P, A im P, be certain given bounded operators. We 
say that the finite section method n{A,} for A converges (and write 
A E I7(P,}) if for every y in X there is an n, such that the equation 
A,x, = P, y has a unique solution x, in im P,, for all n 3 n, and if x, con- 
verges in the norm of X to a solution x E X of the equation Ax = y. 
In order to establish our main results we need some notations. Let 
P, := (I+ S,)/2 be the Riesz projection on the real axis, Qiw = I- P,, and 
W, the flip operator W, : f(t) + f( - t). When considered in the Lebesgue 
space L:(R), these operators are bounded. Further, let xr~,,,,, u = xc- ,,0,, 
and u = xc0,i7 be the characteristic functions of the intervals [ - 1, 11, 
[-l,O], and [0, 11, respectively, and put PI-,,,,:=~r~l,,,P,~r -,., ,, 
e, ~I,11 := xc--l,ll -Pc-l.II~ and Wc-l.ll =x~-.~.~~ WRxc-I,II. 
The projections P, which specify the approximation method Z7{A,} are 
defined on L*(T) by P,: I,“= m~mfrti~x;=’ .fir’ (IET). By 5 we denote 
the C*-algebra of all sequences (F,) with F,,: im P, + im P, provided with 
pointwise addition and multiplication and with the supremum norm, and 
by alg, g(P, J, PC) we denote the smallest C*-subalgebra of 3 containing 
the sequences {P, PP,}, {P, JP,}, and { P,aP,}, where P is the orthogonal 
projection of L;(T) onto H t, J is the flip J: f(t) H f( l/t). l/t, and a is the 
operator of multiplication by the piecewise continuous function a in 
PC m x ,(T). Note that (P,AP,) is in alg, g(P, J, PC) when A is the 
operator (0.1). It is a non-trivial fact that the algebra alg,g(P, J, PC) con- 
tains the set J of ali sequences (F, 3 with F,? = P, T, P, + W,, T, W, + C,, 
where T, and T, are compact operators, W,,: Cp”= _ cc L.fifi++ 
f-,,t-‘+ ... +f~,t-“+~ot”~‘+ ... +fnelfo, and the operators C,: 
im P, + im P, tend in the norm of L(Li(T)) to zero (for a proof see 
Bottcher and Silbermann [Z]). Finally, let T, := {r E U: Im T > 0). 
Now we can state our results as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. The mapping smb defined by 
if T=+l 
AI W[-I,‘, Ew$[:-L11) if T=+l 
smb{P,Jf’,)(T)= 
EuJ%7-1> 11) if TE%+ 
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and 
I 
a(+1 +O)Q,-,,,, +a(+l-O)Pcp,,,, EL(L~[-~, 11) if z= fl 
= ( 
a(r+O)QC~l,ll+a(t-O)Pc~l,l, 0 
0 ii(z+O)Q,~l,,,+ii(~-O)Pc-,,,, > 
EL(LZ,[-l,l]) if SElr+ 
(here we put ii(t) = a( l/t)) extends to a *-homomorphism of the C*-algebra 
alg,S(P, J, PC) onto the F-algebra generated by smb( P,PP,}, 
smb{P,JP,}, and smb{P,aP,} (a runs through PC,.,(T)), where the lat- 
ter algebra is considered as a C*-subalgebra of the F-algebra of all 
operator-valued functions A(t) on the half circle U + u ( ) 1 } taking values 
in L(Li[ - 1, 11) ifr = + 1 and in L(L:,[ - 1, 11) ifr # f 1. Moreover, the 
kernel of the mapping smb is 3. 
THEOREM 1.2. The finite section method IT{ P, AP,) is applicable to the 
operator 
A = PaP + PbQ + QcP + QdQ + (Pa’P + Pb’Q + Qc’P + Q d’Q) J 
(a, . . . . d’EPC m x ,(%)) if and only if the operator A itself is invertible, if the 
operator 
PIP+ QZQ + (PzP+ Q ~Q)J 
is invertible, and if the operator-valued function smb (P, AP, } is invertible at 
eachpointzET+ u{+l}. 
2. A GENERAL THEOREM ON THE CONVERGENCE OF 
THE FINITE SECTION METHOD 
In this section we formulate a criterion for the operator A in L(X) to 
belong to Z7{ A,, > in a Banach algebra language. To that end we need some 
definitions. Let X, (k = 0, . . . . r) be Banach spaces and { L!,k)),“=, be families 
of projections in X, with the following properties: 
x,=x ” n. L(O) = p (2.1) 
LLk’ + I ( E L(X,)); “+” always denotes the strong con- 
vergence. (2.2) 
There exist invertible operators EF): im Lk”) -+ im LLk) with 
sup,,/, IIE;k”‘lI <M-C co. (2.3) 
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and 
(E’“‘E’k’- IL(k)TkL(k)E~k)E~m,m)-~ I)* + 0. 
” n II n (2.4) 
Further, let 23 be the set of all sequences {B,), B,: im LIp) + im Lie), with 
sup, IIB,ll < cc such that there exist operators ‘%Bk(Bn) in L(X,) satisfying 
Eck)B Eck)- ’ + mk( B,) and (Eik)B, Eik)- I)* + YBk( B,)*. n nn 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that (2.1)-(2.4) are fulfilled. Then the set 23 
becomes a Banach algebra (and, if X, are Hilbert spaces and the LLk) are 
self-adjoin& even a C*-algebra) on defining a pointwise addition and mul- 
tiplication in B and a norm by 11 {B,} II := sup” II B, 11. Moreover, the collec- 
tion 3 of all sequences {B,} of the form 
B, = i Ej,k’- ‘LLk’TkLLk’ + C,, 
k=O 
where the Tk are in LC(X,) and IIC, I/ + 0 is a closed two-sided ideal in %3. 
The simple proof runs parallel to the proof of Lemma 2 in Silbermann 
[13] (or see Proposition 3.14 in [3]). 
Now we can formulate our general convergence theorem: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let {A,,} E%. Then, obviously, ‘!IB,(A,) = A, and A is in 
IT{A,,} if and only if the operators 2Bk(A,) (k = 0, . . . . r) are invertible in 
L(xk) and if the coset {A,,} ^  containing (A,} is invertible in the quotient 
algebra S/3. 
Essentially, the proof is equal to the proof of Theorem 2.3 in Silbermann 
[14] (which is 3.16 in [3]) so that we omit the details here. Before return- 
ing to the singular integral operators with shift we prefer to give some 
examples for concrete realizations of the spaces X, and of the operators 
L’k’ and E(k). II n . 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X0 = X, = ip (Ip the space of all one-sided sequences 
x = (x,} with the norm llxll = (C Ix,[“~) and let P,, W, be the operators 
in L(lp) defined by P,x = {x0, x,, . . . . x,, 0, . ..} and W”X = 
{ x,, x,p,, . . . . x0, 0, . ..}. N ow one can choose L(O) = L(l) = EIp) = P and 
E!,’ ) = W,,. Just in this case we obtain Theorem 2.31n [ li]. (The cond:tions 
(2.2)-(2.4) may be verified easily.) 
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EXAMPLE 2. Let X0 = lpxy and X, = I A’ (Zply the space of all one-sided 
sequences x= {xi} with the norm l/x/l = (C lxilP (i+ l)pY)“p) and choose 
L!,‘)= EL’)= P, (the projection on Zp,Y), Ly) = P, (the projection on IP,O), 
and EL”)= W, .diag,, isn {(j+ 1)-j’}. In this form the Theorem 2.2 occurs 
in [ 11, Sect. 31. 
In the sequel we shall only be concerned with the following two cases: 
EXAMPLE 3. Let X0 = X, = L:(T) and, for f= C fiti, define in accor- 
dance with the notations in Section 1 
n-1 
(Pnf)(t)= 1 firi 
i= -n 
and 
(w”f)(~)=.f-.~-‘+ ... +f-lt-“+fot”-‘+ ... +fnpltO. 
NOW choose L(O) = LL’) = E!,‘) = P, and EL’) = W,, . ” 
EXAMPLE 4. Let X,, LLk), ELk) (k = 0, 1) be as in Example 3 and put 
X, = Li[ - 1, 11. On defining functions cp!“) (i= -n, . . . . n- 1) by cpi”)= 
J;; X[i/n,(r + 1)/n] k44 always denotes the characteristic function of the 
measurable set M) we denote by L, = L!,*) the orthoprojection of 
L*[ - 1, l] onto span(cp?L, .. . . cpr! i }. The same symbol L, will be used to 
denote the projection diag(L,, . . . . L,) on Li[ - 1, 11. Finally, put 
n-l n-l 
E, := EL? c f,t’~ c f,q$“‘. 
i= -n i= --n 
The ideals J corresponding with Examples 3 and 4 are denoted by 3* and 
Jo, respectively. To illustrate our general notations we write down the ideal 
Jo explicitly: 
~“={(A,}:A,=P,T,P,+ W,T,W,,+E;‘L,T3L,E,+C,,with 
T,, T, EWL,V)), T, EWJ%C-L II), IIC,II +O>. 
The first question is whether the sequences {A,,} we are interested in 
belong to b or not when 23 is given as in Example 4. Let 
alg,g(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11) be the smallest closed *-subalgebra of 5 con- 
taining the ideal Jo and all the sequences {P,PP,}, {P,JP,}, {P,uP,} 
with a in PC,,,(T) and {E;‘L,fL,E,} with fin C,,,[-1, 11. The 
reason for considering not only the algebra alg, s(P, J, PC) but the 
enlarged algebra alg, B( P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 1 ] ) will be explained in Section 4. 
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THEOREM 2.3. The algebra alg,G(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11) is contained in 
23, i.e., the strong limits 2Bk(A,) (k=O, 1, 2) exist for {A,} in 
alg, 5( P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 1 ] ), and the conditions (2.2)-(2.4) are fuljiifled. 
Furthermore, the computation of the strong limits ‘B,(A,) is- given by the 
following table: 
P” ppn P P 0 
f’n JP, J J WC-1.11 
PM, 41+ Hi?-1.1, +4l- )P[-1.11 
E,- ‘L, fL, E, f(0T.I fW+af(-l)Q f 
P, T, P, T, 0 0 
wn T2 wn 0 T2 0 
E; ‘L T, L En 0 0 i-3 
Before proving this theorem let us extend the definition of ‘!I& to a larger 
class of sequences. To that end let cpj”) be equal to 4 ~r~,~,(~+ iMn3(i an 
arbitrary integer) and define L’“’ to be the orthoprojection of L2(R) onto 
the linear hull of the functions cpi”): 
Finally, the operators EC”) which map L*(U) into im L’“’ and which are 
given by 
are isometric and invertible. These operators enable us to extend the 
definition of ‘D,(A,,) to the case where {A,) is an arbitrary sequence of 
operators in L(L*(U)) (without requiring A,: im P, -+ im P,) by putting 
‘?&(A,) := s - lim, j 3. E’“‘A,E’“‘-’ if this limit exists. If {A,} is a constant 
sequence, i.e., A, = A, then we write !IB2(A) in place of !IB*(A,). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. 15~“) -- I in L’(R). 
Proof: The functions cpj”) form an orthonormal system. Hence, by the 
Bessel inequality, the norms of the projections L’“’ are uniformly bounded. 
Since the step functions are dense in L’(R) it suffices to prove that 
II~‘“‘x~ol,p, --X[a,pI II + 0 for all characteristic functions ~r~,~,. We get 
580;78 2-12 
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il 
(Bn) = J;; c (cp?‘, Xc&al) XCi/n,(i+ I’/n] - iBni c X[uJ]X[h,(i+ Ikin] 
i= [an] i= [cm] II 
Herein, (x) denotes the greatest integer less than x, and [x] denotes the 
greatest integer less than or equal to x. Taking into account that 
it is easily seen that the norm of each item in (2.5) converges to zero. 
COROLLARY. Property (2.2) is fu(fi/ied. 
This is obvious for Lip’ = ~5;‘) = P, and follows from Proposition 2.4 for 
Li2j=L, since L, =x~_~,,,L(~). 
Furthermore, it is immediate that (2.3) is fulfilled, and that property 
(2.4) is a by-product of the table in Theorem 2.3. So we only have to treat 
the existence of the strong limits. By (2.3) and by the Banach-Steinhaus 
theorem we obtain Il2B,(A,)\l 6M2 II(A. if %B,JAn) exists. Hence, the 
operators ‘DDk: .% +X, are continuous, and a little thought shows that 
we must only prove existence of %B,(A,) for a dense subalgebra of 
alg s(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11). Furthermore, since ‘113, is by definition 
a homomophism, it suffices to verify the existence of ‘?B,(A,,) for the 
sequences listed in the table of Theorem 2.3. Finally, since in our setting 
the operators P,PP, and P,JP, are self-adjoint, since E~“*E~) = L!,“‘, 
and since (P,aP,)* = P,iiP,), the existence of the “star” limits follows from 
the existence of the limits “without star.” 
The proofs of the existence of the strong limits are not too hard but are 
tedious, so we only give outlines of them. 
First Step. The strong limits 2X0(,4,) exist. 
Proof: Since P, -+I we get !.IBo(P,AP,)=A for A = P, J, a or T,. 
Further, the operators W,, converge weakly to zero which implies that 
2Bo( W, T, W,) = 0. In order to show that %J&(E;‘L, T3L,E,) = 0, we 
assume first that T, is the rank one operator T3 : b H (b, qj”‘)qj”. Since the 
norms I( E; ‘L, T3 L, En II are uniformly bounded we need only to prove that 
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I/E;‘&, T,L,E, gll + 0 if g = C;-=“, (g, t”) t”. A straightforward com- 
putation shows that, for n > S, 
Taking into consideration that J(cpz), cpik))l d ,/%/A, the assertion for T, 
of rank one follows. It is easy to extend this result to arbitrary compact T,. 
For a proof that ~3,(E,‘L,fL,E,)=f(0)Z, assume without loss of 
generality that f(0) = 0. The proof is based on the two facts that 
Ln fLn = diag (f cpj?, cpj?) 
n<k<n-I 
and that 
and on a simple estimation which is omitted. 
Second Step. The strong limits ‘?D,(A,,) exist. 
Proof: It is easy to see that W, PW, = P,PP,, W,JW, = P,JP,, and 
W,aW, = P,iiP,, where we put G(t)=a(l/t). Thus, 2B,(P,PP,)=P, 
!lB,(P,JP,) = J, and 2131(P,aP,)=cZI. Further, as in the first step, we 
obtainBJ,(P,T,P,+ W,,T,W,,+C,)=T,. 
The proofs that W,(E;‘L,T,L,E,)=O and that YBl(E,y’L,fL,En)= 
f( 1) P + f( - 1) Q can be done in a similar way as in step one 
for 2&. 
Third Step. The strong limits m2(A,) exist. 
ProoJ: Remember the definition of E’“’ and L’“’ and the extended 
definition of ‘!IBz given above. The almost obvious identities E’“‘PE’“)~’ = 
L’“)xR+ L’“), E(“)JE(“)-’ = L’“’ W,L’“), and E(“)P,$“) = L(“)xc-,,,,L(“) and 
Proposition 2.4 show that ?&(P) = xrw + , 2B2(J) = W, and that 
%(Pn)=Xe-LI,? 2B2(P,PP,)=u, ‘2J32(P,JP,)= Wc-,,13 since %B3, is a 
homomorphism. Our next concern is 2B,(P,aP,) when a is in PC(U). To 
that end define a function p’ on [0,27r] by 
m 
p’(x)= -4sin’i 1 
sign(k + +) 
k= ~ Ic tx + 2kn)2 (2.6) 
and put p(e’“) = p’(x). Note that p E PC(U), p’ is monotonically increasing, 
~‘(0 + ) = - 1, ~‘(27~ - 1) = 1, and p’ E C” [O, 2711. The meaning of p in our 
context becomes clear from the identity E(“)pE(“--’ = L’“‘S,L’“‘, which is 
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proved in a similar form in [lo, Lemma 3.33. Thus, !&(p) = S, and 
‘I11,(P”PPn)=S,-,,,,. 
Obviously, every function Q E PC(U) can be written as 
a=a(l+) 1-P l+a(l-)+)+a., (2.7) 
where a’ is continuous at 1 and a’( 1) = 0. In [ 10, Lemma 3.41, Rathsfeld 
proved that ‘Q(P,a’P,)=O. (To be precise, he assumed not only 
a’( 1 + ) = a’( 1 - ) = 0 but, moreover, that a’ has only a finite number of dis- 
continuities and that a’ is two times continuously differentiable between the 
jumps. But since the algebra 23 is closed and since the operator ‘!I& is con- 
tinuous on 8, Rathsfeld’s proof carries over to the general case.) 
Thus, we obtain from (2.7) that ~)2(PnuPn)=u(l+)Qc~,,1, + 
a(1 -)Pc-l,l,. Note that, furthermore, Rathsfeld’s proof shows that even 
!&(a’) =0 when a’ is as in (2.7). The remaining statements which are 
necessary to complete the table in Theorem 2.3 can be proved analogously 
as in the first step, and so we are done with the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.5. rf A is in the algebra generated by P, J, and PC, then 
the strong limits ‘B&(A) and ‘B&(P,AP,) exist, and 
The proof results immediately from the third step and from the con- 
tinuity of the homomorphism ‘!I&. Especially one should note that the 
restriction to the interval [ - l,l] occurring in the table of Theorem 2.3 is 
only a consequence of the fact that the operators in the sequences 
associated with the finite sections are naturally acting only from im P, onto 
im P,. 
3. LOCALIZATION IN THE ALGEBRA alg, s(P, J, PC, C[- 1, 11)/J’ 
By our general Theorem 2.2 the problem of deciding whether A E Z7{ A,,} 
reduces to the question of whether the coset {A,} * (resp. {A,}‘) of the 
sequence (A,} is invertible in the quotient algebra alg,g(P, J, PC, 
C[ -- 1, 1])/3^ (resp. in the algebra alg,S(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11)/J”). Our 
main tool in investigating the invertibility of a given sequence in these 
quotient algebras will be the local principle of Allan and Douglas (see 
[1, 4]), which reads as follows: 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let C be a C*-algebra and D a *-subalgebra in the center 
of C with maximal ideal space M(D). For given x in M(D) denote by J, the 
smallest closed ideal in C generated by x, and write OX for the canonical 
homomorphism from C onto C/J,. Further, let a E C and denote by o(a) resp. 
a(@,(a)) the spectrum of a resp. QjX(a) in C resp. C/J,. Then 
a(a)= iJ 4@,(a)). 
XElw(D) 
In order to apply the Allan-Douglas localization theorem we have to 
look for a non-trivial subalgebra of the center of alg,g(P, J, PC, 
C[ - 1, 11)/J” whose maximal ideal space is known. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For gioen f E C(U) with f = x the coset {P, fP, >” 
belongs to the center of alg 5( P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11)/J’. 
Proof: It is a well-known fact that (even for arbitrary continuous f) the 
commutator of {P, fP,} with one of the sequences (P,,PPn} or { P,aP,} 
(a E PC) belongs to the ideal Jo (and even to the smaller ideal J A ; see [ 14, 
Theorem 4.11). Furthermore, {P, fP,}’ commutes with (P, JP,,}’ since 
P,,fP, JP, = P, fJP, = P, JP,,TP”. The only non-trivial assertion is that 
for h in C[ - 1, 11. Since the algebra C’ is dense in C(U) and since the ideal 
Jo is closed, it suffices to verify this statement for the case when f is in 
C’(U). This will be done once we have shown that 
IIP,fP,E,‘L,hL,E, -E,‘L,hL,E,P,fP,II -+O as n+oo. 
Let jj stand for the jth Fourier coefficient off, and let z > 0; then an easy 
computation (HilberttSchmidt norm) shows that 
(IP,fP,E,-‘L,hL,E, -E,-‘L,hL,E,P,fP,j1* 
Now, for given E > 0, choose T > 0 so that supII _ 11, <~ [h(t) - h(t’)l G E. 
From this we obtain 
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if Ii - jl/n < r. Hence, the first item on the right-hand side of (3.1) is less 
than 
The series C lfi12 converges; thus, there is a constant c with 
C;:li-ji Gm lfj-i(2 < c, and we obtain that the first term in (3.1) is less than 
c’s’. To treat the second item notice that I(h, cpi”) - Cp:“))l < 2 llhll o. - I/,,& 
and that, since f~ C’, we have IJ;I < cj-’ with some constant c. These 
estimates yield that the second summand in (3.1) is less than 
; .“f’ 1 (i-j)-‘<; ,‘f’ (L-L),“, 
I= --n i:liG jl>m ,=--n tn 2n n 
where c’ only depends on h and r. Thus, the sequences {PJP,}’ and 
{E; ‘L,hL, E,}’ commute, which finishes the proof. 
The algebra generated by all matrices diagiGiG, { {PJP,}‘} with 
f EC(-u and f = 7 is the algebra in the center of 
alg, s(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 1 ] ) 1 J’ that we looked for. This algebra proves to 
be isometrically isomorphic to the algebra of all continuous functions f on 
the unit circle with f =7 whose maximal ideal space is known to be the 
upper half circle T + u { + 1 } (see Power [S] for a similar construction). 
In accordance with the localization theorem 3.1, we denote by J& the 
ideal in alg, 7j( P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 1 ] )/Jo generated by T E T + u { f 1 }, or, to 
be more precise, generated by the sequences [P,fP,}’ with f =x f con- 
tinuous, and f(r) = 0. Obviously, the ideal 3 may occupy the place of 
3’ in the preceding consideration. So it makes sense to define the local 
ideals J;r,rJ, too. Now denote by alg, @z,f,(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11) resp. 
alg, g(;,,,( P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11) the local algebras associated with JFX,i, resp. 
&:,,,, and by @yT,?, resp. @($, the canonical homomorphisms onto these 
local algebras. If t = f 1 we write alg,$jy(P, PC, J), etc., instead of 
alg,$‘,,,,(P, PC, J). A little thought shows that the points z = + 1 play an 
exceptional role: at these points we have a “single-point localization,” 
whereas for z # f 1 the localization is a “double-point” one (relative to r 
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and l/r). The reason for this is that we have taken the functions f sym- 
metrically in the sense that f = 3 
In the remainder of this section we study the case when r # 1. Since the 
algebras alg, gy( P, J, PC) and alg, g’?, (P, .I, PC) may be identified via the 
isomorphism f(t) H f( - t), we can restrict ourselves to the case when 
7 # + 1. The following scheme shows how to reduce the “double-point” 
localization occurring if r # f 1 to a “usual single-point” localization. We 
need the same scheme in Section 4 once more. 
Scheme 3.3. Let 23 be an algebra with identity e and with elements p, q, 
and w satisfying p2 = p, p+ q=e, w2 =e, and wpw = q. The mapping F: 
23--+232x2 given for ~~23 by 
has the following properties: 
(i) F is a homomorphism with trivial kernel. 
(ii) There exist constants cl, c2 >O such that 
Cl II4 6 IIF(a)ll G c2 Ilall. 
In case 8 is a C*-algebra, F is even isometric. Put F(a) := 
(g “,.) F(a)(G “,.), where the mapping (6 i.): 23, x 2 + 23, x 2 is obviously inver- 
tible. Since 
the mapping F is a continuous homomorphism of 23 into the algebra 
(P'13P)2,2, which is an isometry if 23 is a C*-algebra and if p, q, and w are 
self-adjoint. 
Next assume that 23 is generated by the “flip” w and by another algebra 
2L with the property that u’ 2Iw G 2I and that pup = pa = ap for all a in ‘8. 
Then we can write each element a of B in the form a = a, + a2 w and this 
gives 
F(u) = 
( 
PaI P+Pa,wP PalwP+Pa,P 
PWUI P + Pwa2wP Pwal WP + Pwa2 P > 
pulp pa2 P = 
PWU2WP PWQIWP > 
= palp 
( 
pa2p 
P52P PE,P > 
(a,,a, E’u), 
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where we put bi = waiw E QI. What results is that 23 is continuously and 
homomorphically (in case B is a C*-algebra even isometrically) embedded 
into the algebra VIu, xZ without the flip w, that is, the scheme allows us to 
eliminate the flip by doubling the dimension. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let z # f 1. Then the local algebra alg,@‘&P, J, PC) 
is isometrically isomorphic to a subalgebra of alg,,,,iJjy(P, PC). 
Proof. Define the algebras 23 and 9I occurring in Scheme 3.3 to be the 
algebras alg, SF&P, J, PC) respectively alg, gyT,r,(P, PC), and the 
operators p, q, and w to be the local elements @y&P,(p,P,), 
@I)r,TJ P,4, P,) respectively @yr,,,(P, JP,), where q, is a continuous function 
on the unit circle with q,(r) = 1 supported on the half circle T + . It is easily 
seen that the conditions in Scheme 3.3 are fulfilled, and this yields that the 
algebra alg,gTJP, J, PC) is isometrically isomorphic to a subalgebra of 
MdY~~,,,(p~ pW2 x2. A little thought shows that we may identify the lat- 
ter algebra with alg,,%:(P, PC), where the subscript r indicates the single- 
point localization at the point r. Finally, note that the mapping which 
transforms @:( P, PP,) into @(P, PP,) and @‘I( P,aP,) into @y( P,a’P,) 
with a’(t) =a(~t) extends to an isometrical isomorphism between 
alg,,gy(P, PC) and alg,,~~(P, PC), which proves the assertion. 
4. THE SYMBOL FOR THE LOCAL ALGEBRA alg,#( P,J,PC,C[- 1, 11) 
In Section 3 we have seen that the case t = 1 is the essential one since all 
other local algebras prove to be isometrically isomorphic to a certain sub- 
algebra of alg, ST( P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11) (m depending on r ). Our study of 
the case r = 1 is based on the circumstance that we may localize the local 
algebra alg, Sy( P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 1 ] ) once more. The following proposition 
shows that this is possible: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For given f E C[ - 1, 1 ] with f(t) = f( - t), the local 
element @(E;‘L,fL,E,) belongs to the center of the algebra 
alg,5?(f’, J, PC, CC-L 11). 
ProoJ For @(Pn PP,) we obtain, by E, P, PP, E;’ = L,vL,, that 
E,‘L,fL,E,P,PP, =E;‘L,fL,vL,E, (cp. Step 3 in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3). A proposition of Rathsfeld (Lemma 3.2 in [IO]) states that 
IILf(~- L)ll + 0 and II(~-L7)fLnII -+o as n-02, (4.1) 
so it becomes clear that 
IIE,‘L,fL,E,P,PP, -P,PP,E,‘L,fL,E,II -+O. 
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For @(P,JP,) the proof is analogous. It rests on the formulas 
E,P,JP,,E;‘= L, bVp,,,,L,, andjW~,,,, = Wc-l,llf: Now consider 
(see (2.6) for the definition of p). That @(P,aP,) commutes with 
@( E,y ‘L,fLn E,) results from the equations 
p 1fP n2 P, = E,;‘L,, 
and from the fact that fPr_,,,, - Pr-,,i,fis compact. Finally, (4.1) shows 
@y(E;‘L,fL,E,) @~(E;‘L,gL,E,)=@~(E;‘L,fgL,E,) for A g in 
C[ - 1, 11, and the desired conclusion follows. 
Applying Rathsfeld’s result (4.1) it is not too hard to verify that the 
algebra generated by the local elements @(E;‘L,, fLnEn) is isometrically 
isomorphic to the algebra of all continuous and symmetric (i.e., 
f(t) = f( - t)) functions on [ - 1, 11. The maximal ideal space of the latter 
algebra may be identified with the interval [0, 11, and so we are in the 
position to localize the algebra alg,gy(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11) over [0, 11. 
This possibility of liner localization was the only reason for enlarging 
algebra alg s(P, J, PC) by the sequences {E; ‘L, f L, E,) and the ideal 3 
by the sequences {E;‘L,T,L,E,} with T, in LC(L’[-1, 11). If t is in 
[0, 11, we denote the associated local ideal by ~~,(,,~,) and the local algebra 
alg,‘Cf~(P, J, PC, CC- 1, 11V3~,c,,p,, by akm5~(,,-,JP, J, PC, CC- 1, ll), 
and we let stand @y (, pIj . , for the canonical homomorphism into the latter 
algebra. 
The results of Section 2 show that the ideal 3 ^  lies in the kernel of 2JJ2. 
Hence, 2B),(A,) depends only on the coset {An} -, and we may consider the 
quotient homomorphism 9B2/J _. Moreover, the equation !.IBJ P, fPn) = 0 
for continuousf, f (1) = 0, yields that the local ideal J1- belongs to the ker- 
nel of %B2 I3-, and we may define the quotient map (2B2 1 J*) 1 J,* which 
will be denoted by smb. By definition, smb @,-(A,) = ‘$B2(A,), and smb is a 
homomorphism from the local algebra alg,g,^(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11) into 
the algebra alg,(Pr-i,i,, u, Wry,.,,, Cc-l, 11) on Li[-1, l] generated 
by f’c~,,,,, 0, WC-M, and by the continuous functions on [ - 1, 11. The 
following theorem shows that much more is true: 
THEOREM 4.2. The mapping smb is an isometrical isomorphism between 
the local algebra alg, 3 ,^(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 1 ] ) and the algebra 
ak,(PI--,.,l, 4 Wc-I,II, CC-l, 11). 
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Remark. Note that our Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are completely proved 
once Theorem 4.2 has been verified: Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of the 
local principle 3.1, of Proposition 3.4 reducing the cases r # 1 to the case 
z = 1, and of the equality smb @,^(A,) =!&(A,) (cp. the table in 
Theorem 2.3 for the limits !I&). Theorem 1.2 results from Theorem 1.1 and 
from the general convergence Theorem 2.2, which is applicable on account 
of Theorem 2.3. 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 will be done by showing that @,A(A,) is inver- 
tible if and only if smb @,-(A,,) is invertible for sequences which generate a 
dense subalgebra of alg,g;(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11). Then the spectra 
cr(@,-(A,)) and a(smb @,-(A,)) must coincide for sequences forming a 
dense subalgebra of alg, jJ;( P, J, PC, C[ - 1, l]), hence smb is an 
isometry. Since smb is obviously onto, this yields the assertion of 
Theorem 4.2. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Z’ @,^(A,) is invertible then smb @,*(A,) is invertible. 
Prooj Apply the homomorphism smb to the equation 
The reverse direction will only be studied for sequences {A,} which are 
finite sums of products of the “elementary” sequences {P,PP,}, {PJP,}, 
{ P,aP,} with a in PC,,, x m (T) and {E;‘L,fL,E,} withfin C,,,[-1, 11. 
If such a sequence {A,} is given, we denote, for brevity, ‘!&,(A,) by A and 
‘?&(A,) = smb @,-(A,) by B. What we need to prove is that the inver- 
tibility of B implies the invertibility of @;(A,). This will be done by prov- 
ing that, if B is a &operator, the local coset @(A,) is invertible in 
alg,gy(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11). Once this is known, one can argue, using the 
invertibility of B = 2BZ(An) as in the proof of convergence theorem 2.2, to 
eliminate the unwelcome term {$ ‘L, T, L,E,} in the large ideal Jo, and 
so to get the invertibility of Cp, (A,) in alg,S;(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 11). As 
announced, we prove the invertibility of @‘(A,) by the tine localization 
relative to [IO, 11. The local principle 3.1 states that it suffices to prove the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Zf B is a &operator then @&,,--l, (A,,) is invertible in 
&m5&,,-t~ (P, J, PC, Cc- 1, 11) for each t in [0, 11. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4 if t # 0. Denote by rt the canonical 
homomorphism from L(Lk[ - 1, 11) onto the Calkin algebra 
L(LL[ - 1, l])/LC(Li[ - 1, 11). It is well known that the cosets n(f) are 
contained in the center of the algebra alg;(P,-,,,,, v, W, CC-l, 11) 
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generated by rr(Pr- i,i,), rc(u), 7c( IV- i,il), and rc(f) when f is continuous 
and f(t) = f( - t). Thus we can localize this algebra relative to [0, 11. 
Denote by $(,,-,) the canonical homomorphism onto the local algebra 
&;,,t,-,,(Pc -- l,lly u, IV- ,,,,). Now we are going to eliminate the flip 
W,_ ,,i, using Scheme 3.3. To that end put 
P’ti (,, -r,(u), 4=* (,, .-r,(u), w=ll/(,,-,)W-,,I,). 
It is easily seen that the conditions of the scheme are fulfilled. Thus the 
algebra &;,~,,-,~(PC-1~13~ 0, Wc-l,ll) is isometrically isomorphic to the 
algebra (alg~,,,,_,,(Pc-l,l,, v)),,, which may be identified with 
alg;,,,(Pr-,,,,), since i+Gl(u) = 1, where the subscript t indicates the single- 
point localication at t in (0, 11. 
Identifying an element of alg;,+-,,(Pr-i,i,, u, W,_ ,,1,) with its imagine 
under the above-constructed isomorphism, we get 
k=O 
with r in Z + and certain ak E C2,,, x Zm. 
In the next step we carry out an analogous construction for the algebra 
~km5~,~,,-t~ V’, J, PC), where alg, SY,,,, _ ,)(P, J, PC), ak, S& ,,(P, PC), 
@O l,cr,-,,(PnPPn)~ @Y,cI,-,,(P,Qf’,), and @~,~t,-,~(P,JP,) OCCUPY the place of 
‘B, 2I, p, q, w in Scheme 3.3. That this is possible follows from the identities 
quoted in the proof of Theorem 2.3 and from (4.1). The conclusion is that 
@&,.pr)(An) may be written as 
@ht.-r,(An)= i ak (@i$d+~,))~> 
k=O 
where the coefficients uk and the number r in (4.2) and (4.3) coincide. 
(Notice that we have again identified an element with its image under the 
isomorphism into the algebra with double dimension.) Since Ic/JPc- ,,,,,) 
and @y,,( P,( (1 + p)/2) P,) are self-adjoint elements in their respective 
algebras, it suffices to show for finishing the proof of Proposition 4.4 (when 
r # 0) that 
4fw-1,1,))=~ @ ( :,(d+n)). (4.4) 
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Indeed, from (4.1 k(4.4) it follows that the algebras alg;,,(Pcp,,,l) and 
alg , gy( (1 + p)/2) are isometrically isomorphic, and a simple tensor product 
argument yields the assertion. 
Now we are going to prove (4.4). From the symbol calculus for singular 
integral operators it becomes clear that 
aw-l,l,))= 
i 
to, 11 if t~(0, 1) [o ,, 
, if t=l 
(see Michlin and Prossdorf [7, IV, Sect. 5, Theorem 5.1 I). 
In the next step we prove that 
~W~,WW-l,1, 
4h(PC-l,l,))‘I 
L-6,)). Let P 4 a(~~,,(E,‘L,Pc-,,,,L,E,)). Then, by 
definition, there must exist sequences (E,} E alg, g(P, J, PC, C[ - 1, 1]), 
{JL}EJ~, {C,,) with {Cn)O~JY and { Dn} with @(Dn) E Jy,, such that 
respectively L,(P,_,,,,-~Z)L,E,B,E,‘=L,+E,(C,+D,+K,)E,’. 
The strong limit as n + cc exists and equals (PC 1,13 - pZ) B = I + C + T,, 
where T, is compact and C is an operator “generated by continuous 
functionsfwithf(r) = 0.” Now apply I,$~ to this identity to obtain the inver- 
tibility of I,G,(P~-~,~, - ~1). Hence, 
a(lC/,(Pc~l,,,))ra(~~*,(E,‘L,P - c ,,,,LEn)). 
To prove the converse inclusion assume first that t is in (0, 1). In this case 
we can construct local regularizers for 
if p $ (0, 1 }, which proves the assertion for t in (0, 1). 
For p # 0, 1 there exist a b in PC and a continuous f with f( 1) = 0 such 
that (( 1 + p)/2 - ,u) b = 1 + f: Multiply this equation by E”” (see the proof 
of Theorem 2.3) from the left and by EC”)-’ from the right to get 
E’“’ (’ ; p p) E(“)-‘E(“)bE(“)-’ = L’“’ + E(“tfE(“)-’ 
or, equivalently, L’“‘(P, - pZ) L’“)E”“bE’“‘-’ = L(“) + E’“lfE’“‘-‘. Now 
choose a continuous function g with g(t) = 1, the support of which is con- 
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tained in (0, l), and multiply the latter equation from both sides by 
L”“gL’“‘= L, gL,. Apply (4.1) once more to obtain 
L,gL,L’“‘(P, -p)L’“‘=L,gL,(P, -p)L’“’ 
= L,g(P, -p)L’“‘+C, 
= L (Plw -p)gL’“‘+ c ” + L TL’“’ n n 
= L,(P, -p) L,gL, + C:, + L,T,L’“‘, 
with //Cn// -+ 0 and T3 compact. Hence, 
UP, - P) L &rWE,‘L gL 
= (L, gL,)* + L, gL, E, fE, ‘L, gL, + C:: + L, T;L, 
with 11 Gill + 0 and TX compact. This is equivalent to 
P”(+p> P,E;‘L,gL,E,P,bP,E,‘L,gL,E, 
= (K’L, &,-&A2 + (K’L gL,EzJ P,fP,tE,-‘L &En) + Jn 
with {Jn} E Jo. Taking into account that {P, fP, j” E 3: and that 
@yst(E;‘L, gL,E,) = 1, we obtain the invertibility of @y,t(P,(( 1 + p)/ 
2-p)P,) for p#O, 1, i.e., a(@y,,(P,((l+p)/2)P,))=(O, l}. Finally, we 
have to consider the case when t = 1. Obviously, the global spectrum 
u((P,(l +p)/2)P,)‘) is equal to [0, 11. Hence, a(@&(P,((l +p)/2)P,))c 
[0, 11, which proves the assertion (4.4), and the proof of Proposition 4.4 for 
t # 0 is complete. 
Before we prove Proposition 4.4 for t = 0 we need some information 
about the Fredholm properties of A if B is Fredholm. Denote by rc’ the 
natural homomorphism of L(Li(U)) onto the Calkin algebra. Then we 
may localize the algebra generated by rc’( 1 + p)/2), x’(P), x’(J), and n'(f) 
with f in C(T) relative to T + u { + 1) in a similar way as done above for 
the algebra alg,g’(P, J, PC) (see Power [S] for details). Let $’ be the 
natural homomorphism onto the local algebra at the point 1 ET. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If B is Fredholm, then the coset $‘(A) is invertible (i.e., 
A is a local Fredhoim operator at the point 1). 
For a proof of this we need Power’s version of the Two-Projections 
Theorem of Halmos (see Power [9]): 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let p, 4, FE C( [0, 11, L(c*)) be defined by 
and let p, q, r be self-adjoint elements of a certain C*-algebra with 
(i) p*=p, q2=q, r*=Z, 
(ii) rpr=Z-p, rqr=Z--q, 
(iii) iprqp > 0, 
(iv) 4zw) = CO, 11. 
Then the C*-algebras alg(p, q, r) and alg(p, 4, ?) = C( [0, I], L(C*)) are 
isometrically isomorphic, and the isomorphism transforms p, q, r into p, q, r, 
respectively. 
Proof of Proposition 4.5. In his paper [8], Power determined the local 
spectra of Hankel operators with piecewise continuous symbols. Taking 
into account these results, it is easily seen that the elements ijo( 
$O(Pc~I,,,), and $,J W,- i,,,), respectively the elements x’(P), n’(~~ +), and 
J-C’(J), may occupy the place of p, q, r in Theorem 4.6. Hence, the algebras 
generated by these elements are isomorphic and the isomorphism maps as 
fohvs: $0(v) c* n’(P), $O(P[-I,,,) -~‘(x~+), and Il/o(W~-~,~~)++W). 
Thus, if B is Fredholm then the operator A’ which is obtained from B by 
replacing u, P,- ,,,, resp. W by P, xlr + resp. J is Fredholm, too. Since 
t,V(xr +) = I,+‘( (1 + p)/2), it becomes clear that @(A’) = @(A), which proves 
the assertion, at least in the scalar case m = 1. In the matrix case m > ,l we 
make use of tensor product techniques to get Proposition 4.5. 
To finish the proof of Proposition 4.4 for t = 0 we need the following 
lemma, which can be found in Rathsfeld [lo, Lemma 4.21: 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let a E PC,,, x ,(I-), E > 0, f E C[ - 1, 1 ] and suppose 
f G 1 in a neighborhood of 0, f E 0 outside another neighborhood of 0, and 
the total variation off is 2. Then 
whenever supp f is small enough. 
Proof of Proposition 4.4 for t = 0. Let B be Fredholm. Then, by 
Proposition 4.5, $‘(A) is invertible. Standard local techniques (see [6, 
Chap. XII]) yield that the invertibility of $‘(A) is equivalent to the 
existence of an operator C in alg(P, (1 + p)/2, J) and of a continuous 
function h with h( 1) = 1 and h = 7; so that x’(ACh) = x’(h) or, equivalently, 
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AC/r = h + T with a compact T. Since C is in alg(P, (1 f p)/2, J), we may 
approximate C by a finite sum of products C’= x ZZC,, where 
C,E{P,Q,J,(~+~)/~).O~ viously, for given E > 0 we can choose such an 
approximating C’ so that AC’h = h + T+ M, where IlMll <E. 
For C’ = C UC, put C, = C lIP,C,P, and consider the expression 
E,‘L,fL,E,A,C,P,hP,. For the sake of simplicity we assume that 
{A,}{C,} is only a single product of some of the sequences { P,PP,}, 
{ P,JP,}, { P,(( 1 + p)/2)P,}, { P,QP,} and not a sum of such sequences. 
From the proof it will be seen that the case of several summands may be 
treated analogously. 
Furthermore, we restrict our attention to a typical special case, say 
A,C, = P,Pp+PP,Jp-QP,Qp+P,. 
(Here we put p* = (1 + p)/2.) From this one gets an idea how the proof 
runs in the general case. 
Consider the identity 
(E,;‘L,fL,,E,) A,C,P,hP, 
=(E,‘L,fL,E,) P,Pp+PP,Jp-QP,Qp+P,hP, 
= P,PptPJP,(E,lL,fL,E,) P,p-P,Qp+P,hP, 
- [P,Pp+PJP,, E,‘L,fL,E,] P,p-P,Qp+P,hP,, (4.5) 
where [x, y] := xy - yx denotes the commutator of x and y. By 
Proposition 4.1 this commutator belongs to Jo, and, since 3” is an ideal, 
the second item on the right of (4.5) belongs to so, too. So we have to treat 
the first one only. By Proposition 4.7 one can choose f so that this term 
equals 
(P,Pp+PJP,)(E,‘L,fL,E,) Pnp-Qp+P,hP, + M,, 
where (IM, I( < E. Now commute the sequences in parentheses again to get 
(E,‘L,fL,E,)(P,Pp+PJP,) p-Qp+P,hP, +Mn 
- [E,‘L,fL,E,, P,Pp+PJP,] P,p-Qp+P,hP,. (4.6) 
As in (4.5), the commutator lies in 3’, but since we don’t know whether the 
sequence { P,p -Qp ’ P,} belongs to the algebra alg,B(P, J, PC), it is not 
immediate that the second term in (4.6) is in 3”. We need the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Zf R = IIIRi and R, E {P, Q, p+, J} then 
s’{P,,RP,} ~3’ and {P,RP,}~‘E~‘. 
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ProoJ We only prove the first assertion. Let 
(P,T,P,+W,T,W,,+E,‘L,T3L,E,+C,}~Jo, 
where the T, are compact operators and ]I C, 11 + 0. For the first term we 
obtain P, T, P,RP, = P, T, RP, - P, T,(I- P,) RP,, which is in Jo since 
(I T,(Z- P,)II + 0 and since T, R is compact. For the second term we make 
use of the fact that W,R W, converges strongly to an operator w 
(see [ll, Sect. 11). It follows that W,,T, W,,P,,RP, = W,,T,fiW, + 
W,,T,(W,RW,-R)W,, is in 3” since T,i? is compact and since 
I/ T2( W,, R W,, - i?)l] + 0. For the third term the proof is analogous since 
Corollary 2.5 guarantees the existence of the strong limit s - lim E,RE; l. 
Finally, the inclusion {C,} { P, RP,} E Jo is trivial. 
Now we can proceed in our proof of Proposition 4.4. Proposition 4.8 
shows that the second term in (4.6) is in Jo. Once more, applying 
Proposition 4.7 we obtain that the first term in (4.6) equals 
E,‘L,fL,E,P,Pp+PJp~Qp+P,hP, +M:, 
with a suitable chosen function f and with ljM:,II < E. In the general case we 
have proved the following: 
There is a continuous symmetric f with f (0) = 1, and there are sequences 
{K,,}EJO and {M,} with ll{M,,}]l <E such that 
{E,‘L,fL,E,)(A,C,P,hP,) 
= {E,‘L,fL,E,}{P,AC’hP,} + {K,} + {M,}. 
Since AC’h = h + T+ M with some compact T and IIMII < E, we obtain 
(E,-‘L,fL,E,)(A,)(C,P,hP,J 
= {E,‘L,fL,E,}{P,hP,) + {K) + {Kd. (4.7) 
The sequence {M:,} must belong to our algebra since the other items do so. 
Further, we can choose f so that ]I {ML}11 < 1. An application of the 
homomorphisms @y and @y,o to Eq. (4.7) yields 
Since Il@~,(Pn)ll = 1 and ]I@J~,~(M~)]I 4, the right-hand side of this 
equation is’ invertible. What results is the invertibility of @&JA,) from the 
right-hand side. Similarly, its invertibility from the left follows. 
The proof of Proposition 4.4 is complete. 
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5. EXAMPLES 
5.1. Toeplitz Operators 
Let A be the Toeplitz operator PaP + Q with a E PC,.,(U). It is well 
known (see [14]) that ?.lB1(P,AP,)= PiiP+ Q. By Theorem 2.3, the sym- 
bol of glJ(P,AP,) equals 
a(l+)uQ,-l,l,u+a(l-)uPc-,,,lu+u if r=l 
4--l+)@-1,1, u+a(-l-)uPc~,,llu+u if r=-1 
( 
a(T+)@-,,,, u+a(t-)uPu+u 0 
0 ii(r+u,Q, e,,,, u+cl(t-)uf’-,,,,u+u > 
if TV%+. 
Further, it is known (see [7, p. 1271) that these operators are invertible iff 
the line segment joining the points a(z + ) and a(z - ) does not contain the 
origin. But this is already a consequence of the invertibility of A and 
‘$B,(P,AP,) (see [3, p. 411). So we arrived at the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. For the Toeplitz operator PaP + Q, the finite section 
method converges if and only if the operators PaP + Q and PiiP + Q are 
inuertible. 
5.2. Singular Integral Operators 
For the singular integral operator A = aP+ bQ, the symbol of 
@,^( P, AP,) is 
Q,~l.,,(a(z+)u+b(z+)u)+P,-,,,,(a(r-)u+b(z-)u) if r=+l 
Q,~,,,,(a(T+)U+b(z+)u)+P,-,,,,(a(T-)u+b(z-)u) 
0 
0 
QC-~,~,(LZ(t+)~+~(~+,u)+P~-~.r,(~(t-)u+~(~-)u) ) 
if ZEU,. 
The operator in the right lower corner of the matrix is invertible if and only 
if the operator 
w(Q~~,,,,(a(~+)u+6(t+)u)+P~~,,,~(ii(r-)u+a(,-,u))W 
=Qc-,,l,(a(f+)u+ @+)a)+ P,_,,,,(a(s-)u+b(t-)u) 
is invertible. So we obtain the following theorem, which in this generality 
was first established in [lo]. 
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THEOREM 5.2. For the singular integral operator aP + bQ, the finite sec- 
tion method converges tf and only tf the operators aP + bQ, PiiP + QgQ, and 
Q,_,,,,(a(z+)v+b(T+)u)+Pc-,,,,(a(z-)v+b(s-)u) (5.1) 
are invertible for all z E 8. 
Note that in the scalar case (i.e., m = l), the invertibility of the operator 
(5.1) admits a nice geometrical interpretation: It is equivalent to the 
statement hat the origin is not contained in the closed traingle with ver- 
tices at 1, a(t+ )/a(z - ), and b(z+ )/b(z- ) or, equivalently, that the line 
segment joining a(z + )/a(? - ) and b(s + )/b(s- ) does not meet the non- 
positive real numbers. 
5.3. Toeplitz + Hankel Operators 
For the Toeplitz + Hankel operator A = PaP + PbQJ+ Q, it is well 
known tat 2lJi( P,AP,) = PiiP + Q. The symbol computation yields 
dat f l+ )QL-I,II +4+l-)Pc-I,11b 
+vtbtil+)Q,-,,,I + b(? 1 -)PE-1,13) uW+ u if r=_+l 
if zEV, (5.2) 
THEOREM 5.3. For the Toeplitz + Hankel operator A = PaP+ 
PbQJ+ Q, the finite section method converges tf and only if the operators A 
and PiiP + Q and the operators quoted in (5.2) are invertible. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Assume b to have the following property: b is con- 
tinuous at f 1, and tf b is discontinuous at T E T + then it is continuous at Z. 
Then the finite section methodfor A converges iff A and Pap+ Q are inver- 
tible. 
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Proof: Let b be continuous at ?. Then the symbol of A reduces to 
~(a(+l+)Q~~l,l,+a(~l-)P~-,,,,)u+u if z=+l 
where the operators B,, B,, and B, are defined as above. The invertibility 
of these operators follows from the invertibility of PfiP + Q (use the symbol 
calculus for singular integral operators with piecewise continuous coef- 
ficients; cp. [7]). 
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